TENET Wrist Tower

Wrist distraction, without the heavy lifting
TENET Wrist Tower

Gaining access to the operative hand and wrist is simple with the TENET Wrist Tower.
The TENET Wrist Tower is easy to set up and adjust without using weights to apply distraction. It also provides excellent stability, allowing you to operate with confidence.

**Flexible design**
- Low-profile design ensures excellent C-arm access
- Includes removable hand plate
- Offers three sizes of finger traps
- Allows for ulnar and radial deviation and full rotation of patient's arm

**Easy to use**
- Fine traction system eliminates weights
- Allows intraoperative positioning within the sterile field

**Convenient**
- Simple to set up, break down, and store
- Easily sterilized and fully autoclavable
- Compatible with most OR tables

**Secure positioning**
- Provides stable distraction, up to 30 lbs
Ordering Information

72202056  TENET Wrist Tower System

System Includes:  
72202114  TENET Wrist Tower  
7210577  Traction Accessory  
72200660  Wrist Arthroscopy Accessory with Wrist Plate

Finger Traps (Disposable)  
72201550  Small (case of 5)  
72201551  Medium (case of 5)  
72201552  Large (case of 5)

Additional Accessories Sold Separately  
72200643  US Bed Rail (2)  
72200675  EUR Bed Rail (2)